We propose a sequential Monte Carlo (SMC)-based motif discov ery algorithm that can efficiently detect motifs in datasets contain ing a large number of sequences. The statistical distribution of the motifs and the positions of the motifs within the sequences are esti mated by the SMC algorithm. The proposed SMC motif discovery technique can locate motifs under a number of scenarios, including the single-block model, two-block model with unknown gap length, motifs of unknown lengths, motifs with unknown abundance, and sequences with multiple unique motifs. The accuracy of the SMC motif discovery algorithm is shown to be superior to that of the ex isting methods based on MCMC or EM algorithms. Furthermore, it is shown that the proposed method can be used to improve the results of existing motif discovery algorithms by using their results as the priors for the SMC algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Efforts by various genomic projects have steadily expanded the pool of sequenced DNA data. By seeking out similarities exhibited in these sequences, we can discover conserved sequence regions, or motifs, and further our knowledge on the functions and evolutions of these sequences. An important approach to motif discovery is the matrix-based approach where a position weight matrix (PWM) of size 4 x w is used to describe the statistical distribution of the four possible nucleotides at every position in a motif of length w . The PWM is estimated in the various matrix-based algorithms and is used to estimate the most likely location of the motif within each sequence. In [1] , MEME, an algorithm based on EM, is introduced with support for finding unknown number of motifs and unknown number of occurrences in the sequences. Based on [2] , Alig n ACE is proposed using the Gibbs sampler, a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm, to estimate the PWM and the locations of the motifs in the sequences. Moreover in [3] , the Gibbs sampler-based BioProspector is proposed to treat the two-block motif model and palindromic patterns.
Using the MCMC-based algorithms, the sequences are batch processed to estimate the PWM and the positions of the motifs. These algorithms become inefficient for datasets with large num ber of sequences. With the ever increasing amount of sequenced genomic data for various organisms, an algorithm that is better equipped to deal with large datasets is necessary. With this goal in mind, we propose a hidden Markov model (HMM) for the matrix based approach to motif discovery, and proceed to estimate the PWM and the locations of the motifs using a sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) algorithm. The algorithm we propose can handle single block model, two-block model with unknown gap length, motifs of unknown length, motifs with unknown abundance, and sequences with multiple unique motifs. We show that the SMC-based algo rithm can provide comparable performance in real data, and supe rior performance in synthesized data to the MCMC and EM-based algorithms. Furthermore, the SMC algorithm can also be used as a second-pass algorithm, taking the MCMC or EM-based results as inputs, and further improve those estimates.
SYSTEM MODEL
DNA sequences of length L where we wish to find a common mo tif Let us assume that a motif of length w is present in each one of the sequences. A single block motif model is shown in Figure I ( a). The distribution of the motif is described by the 4 x w position weight matrix e = [ el , e2, ... , ew], where the vector eJ = r ef, I,'" ,e,,4]F ,j = 1"" ,w, is the probability distribution of the nucleotides {A, C, G, T} at the j-th position of the motif The re maining non-motif nucleotides are assumed to be drawn i. We implement an HMM to increment our observation by one full sequence at each step, and the state of the corresponding step is the location of the first nucleotide of the motif in the sequence. Since the last w -I nucleotides in a sequence are not valid locations for the beginning of a motif with length w, at step t, t = I"" , T, the state, denoted as Xt, takes value from the set .X = {I, 2, ... ,Lm}, where Lm = L -w + 1. 
Since the non-motif nucleotides are assumed to be i.i.d. with the probability of each nucleotide given by eo, and the motif nu cleotides are independent with the probability of the j-th nucleotide
given by e " the distribution of the observed sequence 51 condi tioned on the state at time t and the PWM is then given as follows: where at, i (k) is the k-th element of the sequence fragment au, and n(au( k)) is a I x 4 vector of zeros except at the position corre sponding to the nucleotide au (k), where it is a one. Furthermore, rearranging the order of the sequences in the dataset does not change the statistical properties of the motif, and the location of the mo tif in sequence St does not affect the location of the motif in se quence sl+l. Therefore, we will assume the transition probability P(Xt+1 = jl xt=i)=I /Lm .
Inference Problem
From the discussion above, we formulate our problem as one of filtering an HMM with unknown parameters:
.%' (St;Xt, e),
where .4l't'(n,A) denotes a discrete-time Markov chain with ini tial probability distribution n and state transition probability matrix A, Inxm denotes an n x m matrix of ones; and.%' (St;Xt, e) is the probability distribution given by (2 
SMC MOTIF DISCOVERY ALGORITHM
In this section, we derive an SMC motif discovery algorithm for the case where each sequence in the dataset contains exactly one in stance of the same motif. In Section 4 we will extend this algorithm to additional models.
SMC with Unknown Parameters
In our model (3)-(4), the parameter e is unknown and has to be estimated in the SMC process. As we will show later, the para meter e is in a form which can be described by a sufficient sta tistic that is easily updated, i.e., the distribution can be given as p(eITt} where TI = TI(xl,SI) = TI(TI_I, XI, SI) is some suffi cient statistic at time t that can be easily updated from the suffi cient statistic Tt-I at time t -1, and the current state and observa tion, Xt and St. Suppose we have available at time t -1 a set of K properly weighted samples { (X;� I ' W /k) I) , k = I"" , K} with re spect to p(Xt -IISt-d. The posterior distribution P (Xt, e I St} can be approximated by drawing (e ( k),xi k) ) from a proposal distrib-
utlOn q(e,xllx l_1' St} = ql (elx l_l , SI) . q2(xllx l_1' SI, e) . The new weights can be updated by [4] P
Hence a Monte Carlo approximation of p(XtISt) can be obtained
where Q I = L� � I w/ k) and 11(-) is the indicator function such that II (x) = 1 for X = 0 and II (x) = 0 otherwise, and we update the set of sufficient statistics {TY),k=I, ... ,K} = { TI (Tt-I ,xi k) , st}, k = 1, ,, . , K }. Furthermore, the static parame ters e can be estimated by Rao-Blackwellization [5] ,
Q t k �1
(7) It turns out that the variance of the importance weights in creases over time which causes too many samples to have very small weights and become ineffective samples, in which case, the SMC algorithm becomes inefficient. Degeneracy of the samples can be measured by the effective sample size which can be estimated by [6] ( K ) -1
It is suggested that when the effective sample size is too small, e.g., Keff ::; fu, the following resampling steps can be performed to rejuvenate the samples [7] :
• Draw K sample streams {,xi) ) , j = 1, ,,,, K} from {x� k) , k = 1"" , K} with probabilities proportional to ( k) { wt , k = 1, ,, . , K} .
• Assign equal weights to each stream, w! k) = K-I .
The SMC Motif Discovery Algorithm
For the system states up to time t, Xt = [ XI,'" ,xtl, and the cor responding sequences SI = [ SI,'" , stl, we will first present their prior distributions and their conditional posterior distributions, and then present the steps of the SMC motif discovery algorithm.
Prior Distributions:
Let us denote e/ � [ eJ I,'" ,eJ4r', j = 1, ,,, ,w, as the j-th col umn of the position weight matrix e. It can be seen that for all of the motifs in the dataset Sr, the nucleotide counts at each motif location are drawn from multinomial distributions. Therefore. we use a multivariate Dirichlet distribution as the prior for e) to obtain a conjugate pair. The Dirichlet distribution is defined as follows.
If u = [ UI,'" , UN], Ui 2' 0, L�I Ui = I, and u has a multivariate Dirichlet distribution u � � (YI , ... , YN) with Yt > 0, then,
where q.) is the Gamma function. The prior distribution for the i-th column of the PWM is then given by e i��(pil'''',P i 4)' i=I,2, .. ·, w .
(10)
Let us define Pi � [ Pi!," . , Pi4]. Assuming independent priors, then the prior distribution for the PWM e is the product Dirichlet distri
The conditional posterior distribution of the PWM e can be given as p(e I SI,Xt} oc p(sil e,xl,SI_dp(e I Xt-l,SI-d We now outline the SMC algorithm for motif discovery. At time t,
to draw random samples of x� k ) we use the optimal proposal distri bution q2 ( X I = i l x��p sl,e) = P ( X I = il X I ( � P sl,e) � .%'(sl;i, e).
To sample e, we use the following proposal distribution e n ( a; J rr w P · (
The weight update for mula (5) can be written as:
L;:"'I Au
We are now ready to give the SMC motif discovery algorithm: 
4, EXTENSIONS
In this section, we present modifications to the basic SMC motif discovery algorithm to support different motif models ,
Two-block Model
For the two-block model, as shown in Figure l( 
Motif of Unknown Length
In this extension we assume that the dataset contains a motif of un known length m* that falls in the window [ mmin, mmax] and modify the SMC algorithm to adaptively estimate the unknown length. The basic idea is to associate with each sample k the quantity m� k ) , at time t, which is the length of the motif in sample k at time t. Corre sponding to this length, we have for sample k the PWM e ( k ) with
sIze 4 x m t , where m t E [ mmin,mmax], At t = 0, mo IS drawn uniformly from the set {mmin,mmin + I"" ,mmax}. After updating the weights using the equation that will be introduced shortly, the resampling condition is checked , When resampling is performed, the motif length samples mY) are replaced by the resampled values m; k ) , k = I"" ,K , Thus adaptation to the optimum motif length is achieved through resampling [8] .
When comparing weights with different motif lengths, the weight with the longer motif length is usually favored , Thus, it is necessary to normalize the weights so that they can be compared fairly. First we normalize the Dirichlet mixture coefficient A g ) as ( k )
1,1
I=I and the weight update formula as
where f3 t ( k ) � ",LI� 7) e n (a 7) Thus the weights are normalized so that they are equivalent to the weight for a minimum length motif so that the weights for different motif lengths can be compared fairly. Note that the set of weighted samples { (x�k) , m;k) , OJ?)), k = 1, ... , K} is not prop erly weighted with respect to the same posterior distribution due to the different motif lengths in the samples. However, the sub set of samples with the same sampled motif length, m, is properly weighted with respect to p (Xt 1St, m) . At each resampling, more and more samples with the true motif length are resampled. Eventually, most of the samples will become properly weighted with respect to p(xtISt, m = m*).
We next summarize the SMC motif discovery algorithm for un known motif length.
• Initialization: Sample m�) uniformly from [ mmin,mmaxl.
• Importance Sampling: For t = 1, 2, ·· .
-Fork=I, .. ·,K * Set m;k) = m t ( � I ' * Sample e ( k) from (15) using m;k) as length of motif. * Sample x;k) from (14) using m�k) as length of motif. * Update the sufficient statistics T/k) = Tt(T; � 1 ,xt ( k) , st) from (12) using mY) as length of motif.
Compute the new weights according to (20).
� �
K
Compute Kefj according to (8) . If Kef! ::; TO perform resampling.
• At T + I, let d be the number of sequences having estimated motif lengths that is different from the final converged motif length. For t = T + 1, ... , T + d, repeat the Importance Sam pling step for the d sequences to re-estimate motif location and motif length.
Motif with Unknown Abundance
To perform motif discovery on datasets where the sequences can -If motif is present in the previous pass, for k = 1, ·· . , K * Sample e ( k) from (15). * Sample x�k) from (14).
* Compute Athresh according to (21).
* If L;;"'1 A; > fXAthresh, declare motif to be present. * If L;;'" I A; > fXAthresh, update the sufficient statistics ( k) ( k) ( k) .
Tt = Tt(T t_l ,xt , st) accordmg to (12).
-If L;;"'1 A;,t > fXAthresh, compute the new weights according to (17).
� � K -Compute Kelt according to (8) . If Kelf ::; TO perform resampling.
Using Results from Another Algorithm as Prior to SMC
While the SMC algorithm can be used as a stand-alone algorithm for motif discovery, it can also be used as a second pass algorithm to refine and improve the results of other motif discovery algorithms. Note from (14)- (16), the starting location of a motif is drawn using a PWM sample drawn from a mixture product Dirichlet distribution, which depends on the parameters Pi, i = 1"" , w .
From (12) we can see that the Dirichlet parameters can be easily updated if we have the sequences and the estimated starting locations of the motifs in those sequences by some other motif discovery algorithms. When initiating the SMC algorithm, we simply increment the Dirichlet parameters according to (12) using the sequences and their corre sponding estimated starting locations as indexes.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have implemented the proposed SMC motif discovery algo rithms and evaluated their performance on real and synthetic data. The results are compared to that of existing motif discovery algo rithms MEME and BioProspector.
Results for Real Data
contain any number of the motif: we can perform multiple passes We evaluate the performance of the SMC algorithm using the of the SMC algorithm on the dataset. Before the subsequent pass, cyclic-AMP receptor protein (CRP) from Escherichia coli which the motif fragment is removed from the sequences where they are contains 23 motifs in 18 sequences. The performance results of the found, and the remaining sequence fragments are appended to form SMC algorithm, MEME, and BioProspector on the CRP dataset are a new sequence. By keeping indices on the locations in a sequence given in Tables 1 and 2 . where the fragments are joined, we can determine the remaining For the CRP dataset, we adaptively determined the optimum possible locations for the starting point of a motif, and modify the length using the extension to the SMC algorithm. For AlignACE state space of (14) accordingly. Note that in this case, a threshold is and BioProspector, several runs using different motif lengths were needed to determine the presence of a motif in the sequence. The alperformed. The results are shown in Table 1 for each algorithm. gorithm is terminated when all the sequences have been determined
For the CRP dataset, we can see that the SMC algorithm outpernot to contain any motifs. To determine whether the motif being forms MEME, and has comparable accuracy to that of BioProspeclooked for in the current pass exists in any sequence, we use the tor. Only BioProspector's estimated motif length matches that of following threshold: the experimental result. However, the SMC found motifs with start-
}i ng locations that match the experimental and BioProspector re- We next applied the extension pro p osed in Section 4.3 to t � e for the starting location of the motif: assuming that a motif exists in CRP dataset. The � esults are shown m T � ble 1. I n. our expenthe sequence. The sequence t can be declared not to contain a motif ment, the SMC algonthm found the same ratIO o� ! rue sites as that of
BioProspector. For MEME, although more motIfs were found than If L ; =1 A;, ! < fX?cthres !l where fX < 1. .
. by any other algorithm, the motifs found by MEME have different
The fol . lowmg gives the SMC a . lgonth � for da ! asets with unstarting locations, as discussed earlier. known motif abundance and/or . � ultl ? le umque motifs:
As can be observed from the consensus sequence of the CRP • If there are sequences remammg m the dataset, perform the foldataset the CRP motif can also be seen as two blocks of conserved lowing steps. motifs ' with a gap around 6 to 8 nucleotides long. We performed • Importance Sampling: For t = 1, 2", .
motif discovery again on the CRP dataset, this time using the two--If motif determined to be present in previous pass, remove block model. We chose as parameters WI = W2 = 6, gmin = 6, and motif and append fragments. Mark the location where the gmax = 8 for both the BioProspector and the modified SMC algofragments are appended. If motif determined not to be rithm as described in Section 4.1. As we can see in Table 2 , both the present in the previous pass, remove sequence from dataset.
BioProspector and SMC algorithm have similar performance, and For the first pass, assume motif is present in the previous the results for both algorithms using the two-block model outperpass.
form the results for both algorithms using the single-block model. 
Results for Synthetic Data
We used the following rules to generate synthetic data for perfor mance comparisons. The dominant nucleotide at each position in the motif is assigned probability of 70%, where as the remaining nucleotides are assigned probability of IO%. Non-motif frequency is assigned as 25% for each nucleotide. Each dataset used contains 50 sequences. We compared the performance of basic SMC algorithm, MEME, AlignACE, and BioProspector using synthesized datasets at various motif lengths. The performance comparisons are given in Figure 2 . We can see that the SMC algorithm outperforms the other three algorithm for all motif lengths tested. It is clear by looking at (15), motifs with greater length will allow the SMC algorithm to draw more samples with the correct starting location. Employing the SMC algorithm described in Section 4.4, we can improve upon the results of other algorithms by using the SMC al gorithm to perform a second pass through the dataset. In Table 3 , the results of first pass results from various algorithms are compared to results after using the SMC algorithm as the second pass algorithm. We can see that the second pass results improve over the first pass results for each of the algorithms tested. Notice that the SMC first pass results are also improved after the second pass.
CONCLUSIONS
The SMC algorithm proposed in this paper performs motif discov ery in sequences by jointly estimating the position weight matrix that describes the statistical properties of the motif and the motif location. The SMC algorithm provides a more accurate and effi cient solution to datasets with large amount of sequences, which is crucial due to the increasing number of sequenced genomes and the growing numbers of paralogous and orthologous sequences. 
